
How To: Install LED numberplate lights
Courtesy of tminal

Here is the ‘how to’ for ftting the LED number plate lights to a 1 series. 

This modifcation was kindly provided by mcfow who completed this on a pre-facelift 5 door 
model, which incurred no bulb error warnings on the OBC.

I then carried this out on my 2007 facelift 3 door and there was no bulb error warnings on the 
OBC. 

The LED lights are standard ft from 2008 Model year so please check before ordering.

Apologies for the poor pics (cheap camera) and dirty car (rubbish weather!)

You do not need to remove the number plate, I did instead of blanking bits of the picture out.

The part number - 63 26 7 193 294 - x2 - Total retail price £16.80 inc VAT.

Tools required - Small sharp knife to remove excess material or heated fat blade screwdriver to 
melt the material. I chose the small sharp knife option!



First of all remove the existing number plate light, this is done without the need for any tools. 
Simply slide the number plate light to the right

and pull the left hand side of the light down with you nails



Once released, untwist the bulb holder and remove the light housing

this will leave you with the bulb as shown below. 

Then release the bulb holder by pressing the connector release leaving only the connector as 
shown below. You then need to remove part of the connector that will inhibit you from plugging 
the LED light straight in with a small sharp knife



Connector before

Connector after



If you remove enough material from the harness connector then it will plug straight into the new 
light, if you cannot remove enough material then you will need to remove some material from the 
lug inside the light as shown below.

Obtain the new light and simply plug straight in, be sure to connect straight to avoid any bent pins 
whilst making the connection

Locate the lamp into the bumper whilst ensuring the harness is fed through to avoid any trapping 
issues.

Locate the left hand side of the lamp into the bumper frst, raising the right hand side until it clips 
into position as shown below



Repeat for the other side.

Here are some 50/50 shots of my current ‘whiter’ (blue in colour) bulbs compared to the new LED, 
if you have the factory ft bulb then the diference will be greater.



This is a great subtle mod in my opinion and compliments the white LED’s in the door handles 
very well.

Any questions then please ask.

Thanks to mcfow for providing the forum with this info and thanks for reading.

Better picture showing the efect of the LED's


